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Clay Downing

From: PLANNING

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2023 7:24 AM

To: Clay Downing

Subject: FW: Crestview Crossing change of phase 2

 

From: Debra Ng-Wong <debrangwong@gmail.com>  
Sent: Sunday, May 14, 2023 3:28 PM 
To: PLANNING <planning@newbergoregon.gov> 
Subject: Crestview Crossing change of phase 2 
 

This email originated from outside the City of Newberg's organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
To the City Council and Planning committee,  
 
It has come to my attention that Phase 2 of Crestview Crossing has greatly increased the number of dwelling units by 86 
units and is no longer willing to build 12 affordable housing units.  Not only are the parking spaces inconsistent with a 
community that does not have good public transportation, but even if it did have better mass transit, the number of 
spaces is not sufficient for the number of working adults typically living in apartments .  That proposed number is way 
too small.    Anyone who lives or visits people in apartments knows that the on-street parking is packed and visitors 
usually have to park blocks away, as do the occupants who get home later than the others.  This stress for those who live 
in the apartments wears on them and can cause friction between occupants.  This is not how to treat people.  Be 
realistic.  Be wise.  Do right by the future occupants.   Newberg has been naive to believe the developers in the recent 
past.  George Fox Medical Sciences building is a prime example of unrealistic parking space requirements.  Come take a 
look at Werth Blvd on a weekday and see for yourselves how the street is packed with cars. 
 
I am greatly disturbed by the precedent this developer is making by reneging on building 12 affordable houses.  As a 
society, we have an obligation to make certain Newberg is not only for elite homeowners and renters who must bend 
and break to the constant rent increases that outpace wage hikes. The fact that 12 affordable homes was part of the 
deal to make a development that is so dense and has no sound barriers from the highway shows that the developers 
used that as a bargaining tool to get away with such horrible building practices.  In the future, these kinds of permits 
that don't build sound barriers when the dwellings are literally on the side of the highway need to be rejected. 
 
Please recognize that housing requires more than four walls and a roof.  Alleviate the stress for those who work hard all 
day/night and come home in the rain carrying their groceries and work gear by preparing a parking spot within a short 
range of their doorway.  Provide a community that is welcoming. 
 
Sincerely, 
Debra Ng-Wong 
Oak Meadows @ Newberg 
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